
Children’s Toys
that I would still
enjoy as an adult

By Jess Eavenson



Get creative!

Balloon Animal Kit - $14.99
Make your own balloon animals and be a hit at your
next party! Dazzle your kids, friends, and other
partygoers as you whip out bunnies, dogs or teddy
bears. This kit includes 20 tube-shaped balloons, a
pump, and an 80-page instruction booklet with over
175 step-by-step photos. A refill kit is available with
24 balloons. Ages 8+.



Zip! Zoom! Whoosh!

Marble Run - $31.00
This vibrant marble run comes with 85
translucent pieces that allow you to see the
marble action from top to bottom as the 15 glass
marbles make their way down the set. The solid
plastic pieces allow for easy use by young kids
and adults. Marble runs allow for almost infinite
possibilities for assembly from the very simple to
the extremely complex. Ages 4+.



Things that go!

Lamborghini
Aventador LP 700-

4 1:12 RTR
Electric RC Car -

$39.88

Proving that style and function go hand-in-hand is the officially licensed World Tech
Toys Lamborghini Aventador LP 700-4 1:12 RTR Electric RC Car. This slick
recreation is a 1:12 scale replica of the real deal. Claimed to be the "Best version of
the Lamborghini" by some sources, this amazing reproduction gives you that
expensive, stylish flair without the astronomical price tag. Complete with a full
function drive system, and available with Black, Yellow, or Orange paint jobs, this
RC is a true head-turner. Get your World Tech Toys Lamborghini Aventador LP 700-
4 1:12 RTR Electric RC Car before this awesome deal drives away! Ages 6+.

Nano Hercules
Unbreakable

3.5CH Electric RTF
RC Helicopter -

$34.99

The Nano Hercules Body can hold someone stepping on it! This RC helicopter
has super strong polymer frame which lets it hold up to 200 pounds of force!
This awesome Helicopter comes with the greatest advancement in Helicopter
Technology, a Gyro! No more crashing, no more replacing parts, the GYRO
has changed the Helicopter industry completely, making this RC Helicopter
super easy to fly. Great for people of all skill levels, this bad boy features a
coaxial rotor a single rear rotor for precise movement and a GYRO for
increased stability whether flying or hovering. Controlling the Hercules is a
breeze. It can go forward, backward, up, down, left, right and hover. This
product is ready to fly, there is no assembly required. Just put in 6 AA batteries
into the transmitter and charge the helicopter's rechargeable battery with the
integrated charging cable on the transmitter or use the included USB Port
Charger and you are good to go! Ages 8+.



Colorful fun!

50,000 Rainbow Orbeez - $14.99
Create a mood-boosting escape with Orbeez, the original water beads.
Immerse into the colorful, wonderfully weird, sensory toys escape you’ll
want to play again and again! The Rainbow Bag has 50,000 Orbeez
Seeds. Just add a tablespoon of seeds to a cup of water. Watch them
grow to over 1,000 times their size within 4 hours! Experience satisfying
tactile stimulations that will calm the mind, soothe the senses and
develop fine motor skills! Orbeez are great stress balls, fidget toys and
learning toys! Bounce them, crush them or let them flow through your
hands. Fill an inflatable pool, use them in arts and crafts, or use as a
sensory bin filler. The possibilities are endless! Orbeez have been
tested to meet international toy safety regulations and are safety-tested
for play. Ages 5+.



Be a fashionista!

Beaded Jewelry Kit - $23.96
This kit is suitable for making bracelets,
necklaces, anklets, key chains, rings earrings,
etc. It not only improves children's hands-on
skills, but also enhances their imagination. All
cute beads are neatly placed in separate
compartments so that you can quickly find the
beads you need. Ages 6+.



How puzzling!

Rubik’s 3x3 Cube - $9.99
A great mental challenge to solve at home or on
the move. Turn and twist the sides of the Cube
so that each of the six color faces only has one
color. Over 43 quintillion moves are possible
with the iconic 3x3 Cube, but only one solution.
Are you up to the challenge? Ages 8+.
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